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Abstract
Synaptic plasticity underlies learning and is thus central for development, memory, and recovery from injury. However, it is often difficult to detect changes in
synaptic strength in vivo, since intracellular recordings are experimentally challenging. Here we present two methods aimed at inferring changes in the coupling
between pairs of neurons from extracellularly recorded spike trains. First, using
a generalized bilinear model with Poisson output we estimate time-varying coupling assuming that all changes are spike-timing-dependent. This approach allows
model-based estimation of STDP modification functions from pairs of spike trains.
Then, using recursive point-process adaptive filtering methods we estimate more
general variation in coupling strength over time. Using simulations of neurons undergoing spike-timing dependent modification, we show that the true modification
function can be recovered. Using multi-electrode data from motor cortex we then
illustrate the use of this technique on in vivo data.
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Introduction

One of the fundamental questions in computational neuroscience is how synapses are modified by
neural activity [1, 2]. A number of experimental results, using intracellular recordings in vitro, have
shown that synaptic plasticity depends on the precise pairing of pre- and post-synaptic spiking [3].
While such spike-timing-dependent plasticity (STDP) is thought to serve as a powerful regulatory
mechanism [4], measuring STDP in vivo using intracellular recordings is experimentally difficult
[5]. Here we instead attempt to estimate STDP in vivo by using simultaneously recorded extracellular spike trains and develop methods to estimate the time-varying strength of synapses.
In the past few years model-based methods have been developed that allow the estimation of coupling between pairs of neurons from spike train data [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11]. These methods have been
successfully applied to data from a variety of brain areas including retina [10], hippocampus [8], as
well as cortex [12]. While anatomical connections between pairs of extracellularly recorded neurons are generally not guaranteed, these phenomenological methods regularly improve encoding
accuracy and provide a statistical description of the functional coupling between neurons.
Here we present two techniques that extend these statistical methods to time-varying coupling between neurons and allow the estimation of spike-timing-dependent plasticity from spike trains. First
we introduce a generative model for time-varying coupling between neurons where the changes
in coupling strength depend on the relative timing of pre- and post-synaptic spikes: a bilinearnonlinear-Poisson model. We then present two approaches for inferring STDP modification functions from spike data. We test these methods on both simulated data and data recorded from the
motor cortex of a sleeping macaque monkey.
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Figure 1: Generative model. A) A generative model of spikes where the coupling between neurons undergoes spike-timing dependent modification. Post-synaptic spiking is modeled as a doubly
stochastic Poisson process with a conditional intensity that depends on the neuron’s own history and
coupling to a pre-synaptic neuron. We consider the case where the strength of the coupling changes
over time, depending on the relative timing of pre- and post-synaptic spikes through a modification
function. B) As the synaptic strength changes over time, the influence of the pre-synaptic neuron on
the post-synaptic neuron changes. Insets illustrate two points in time where synaptic strength is low
(left) and high (right), respectively. Red lines illustrate the time-varying influence of the pre-synaptic
neuron, while the black lines denote the static influence.
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Methods

Many studies have examined nonstationarity in neural systems, including for decoding [13], unitary
event detection [14], and assessing statistical dependencies between neurons [15]. Here we focus
specifically on non-stationarity in coupling between neurons due to spike-timing dependent modification of synapses. Our aim is to provide a framework for inferring spike-timing dependent modification functions from spike train data alone. We first present a generative model for spike trains
where neurons are undergoing STDP. We then present two methods for estimating spike-timing
dependent modification functions from spike train data: a direct method based on a time-varying
generalized linear model (GLM) and an indirect method based on point-process adaptive filtering.
2.1

A generative model for coupling with spike-timing dependent modification

While STDP has traditionally been modeled using integrate-and-fire neurons [4, 16], here we
model neurons undergoing STDP using a simple rate model of coupling between neurons, a linearnonlinear-Poisson (LNP) model. In our LNP model, the conditional intensity (instantaneous firing
rate) of a neuron is given by a linear combination of covariates passed through a nonlinearity. Here,
we assume that this nonlinearity is exponential, and the LNP reduces to generalized linear model
(GLM) with a canonical log link function.
The covariates driving variations in the neuron’s firing rate can depend on the past spiking history of
the neuron, the past spiking history of other neurons (coupling), as well as any external covariates
such as visual stimuli [10] or hand movement [12]. To model coupling from a pre-synaptic neuron
to a post-synaptic neuron, here we assume that the post-synaptic neuron’s firing is generated by


X
X
λ(t | H t , α, β) = exp α0 +
fi (npost (t − τ : t)) αi +
fj (npre (t − τ : t))βj 
i

j

npost (t) ∼ P oisson(λ(t | H t , α, β)∆t)

(1)

where λ(t | H t , α, β) is the conditional intensity of the post-synaptic neuron at time t, given a short
history of past spikes from the two neurons Ht and the model parameters. α0 defines a baseline
firing rate, which is modulated by both the neuron’s own spike history from t−τ to t, npost (t−τ : t),
and the history of the pre-synaptic neuron npre (t − τ : t) (together abbreviated as Ht ). Here we
have assumed that the post-spike history and coupling effects are mapped into a smooth basis by
a set of functions fi and then weighted by a set of post-spike coefficients α and a set of coupling
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coefficients β. Finally, we assume that spikes npost (t) are generated by a Poisson random variable
with rate λ(t | H t , α, β)∆t.
This model has been used extensively over the past few years to model coupling between neurons
[10, 12]. Details and extensions of this basic form have been previously published [6]. It is important
to note, however, that the parameters α and β can be easily estimated by maximizing the loglikelihood. Since the likelihood is log-concave [9], there is a single, global solution which can be
found quickly by a number of methods, such as iterative reweighted least squares (IRLS, used here).
Here we consider the case where the coupling strength can vary over time, and particularly as a
function of precise timing between pre- and post-synaptic spikes. To incorporate these spike-timing
dependent changes in coupling into the generative model we introduce a time-varying coupling
strength or ”synaptic weight” w(t)
λ(t | X, α, β) = exp (α0 + X s (t)α + w(t)X c (t)β)
npost (t) ∼ P oisson(λ(t | X, α, β)∆t)

(2)

where w(t) changes based on the relative timing of pre- and post-synaptic spikes. Here, for simplicity, we have re-written the stable post-spike history and coupling terms in matrix form. The
vector X s (t) summarizes the post-spike history covariates at time t while X c (t) summarizes the
covariates related to the history of the pre-synaptic neuron. In this model, the synaptic weight w(t)
simply acts to scale the stable coupling defined by β, and we update w(t) such that every pre-post
spike pair alters the synaptic weight independently following the second spike.
Under this model, the firing rate of the post-synaptic neuron is influenced by it’s own past spiking, as
well as the activity of a pre-synaptic neuron. A synaptic weight determining the strength of coupling
between the two neurons changes over time depending on the relative spike-timing (Fig 1A).
In the simulations that follow we consider three types of modification functions: 1) a traditional
double-exponential function that accurately models STDP found in cortical and hippocampal slices,
2) a mexican-hat type function that qualitatively matches STDP found in GABA-ergic neurons in
hippocampal cultures, and 3) a smoothed double-exponential function that has recently been demonstrated to stabilize weight distributions [17].
The double-exponential modification function is consistent with original STDP observations [2, 3]
and has been used extensively in simulated populations of integrate-and-fire neurons [4, 16]. In this
case each pair of pre- and post-synaptic spikes modifies the synapse by



A+ exp tpre −tpost
if tpre < tpost
τ
+


∆w(tpre − tpost ) =
(3)
A− exp − tpre −tpost
if tpre ≥ tpost
τ−
where tpre and tpost denote the relative spike times, and the parameters A+ , A− , τ+ , and τ− determine the magnitude and drop-off of each side of the double-exponential. This creates a sharp
boundary where the synapse is strengthened whenever pre-synaptic spikes appear to cause postsynaptic spikes and weakened when post-synaptic spikes do not immediately proceed pre-synaptic
spikes.
Similarly, mexican-hat type functions qualitatively match observations of STDP in GABA-ergic
neurons in hippocampal cultures [18] where




−(tpre − tpost )2
−(tpre − tpost )2
∆w(tpre − tpost ) = A+ exp
+ A− exp
(4)
2
2
2τ+
2τ−
For τ− > τ+ this corresponds to a more general Hebbian rule, where synapses are strengthened
whenever pre- and post-synaptic spikes occur in close proximity. When spikes do not occur in close
proximity the synapse is weakened. In this case, the parameters A+ , A− , τ+ , and τ− determine
the magnitude and standard deviation of the positive and negative components of the modification
function.
Finally, we consider a smoothed double-exponential modification function that has recently been
shown to stabilize weight distributions. The sharp causal boundary in the classical doubleexponential tends to drive synaptic weights either towards a maximum or to zero. By adding noise
3

to tpre − tpost , this causal boundary can be smoothed and weight distributions become stable [17].
Here we add Gaussian noise to (3) such that (tpre − tpost )0 = (tpre − tpost ) + ,  ∼ N (0, σ 2 ).
It is important to note that, unlike more common integrate-and-fire models of STDP, these modification function do not describe a change in the magnitude of post synaptic potentials (PSPs). Rather,
∆w defines a change in the statistical influence of the pre-synaptic neuron on the post-synaptic
neuron. When w(t)X c (t)β is large, the post-synaptic neuron is more likely to fire following a presynaptic spike. However, in this bilinear form, w(t) is only uniquely defined up to a multiplicative
constant.
This generative model includes two distinct components: a GLM that defines the stationary firing
properties of the post-synaptic neuron and a modification function that defines how the coupling
between the pre- and post-synaptic neuron changes over time as a function of relative spike timing.
In simulating isolated pairs of neurons, each of the modification functions described above induces
large variations in the synaptic weight. For the sake of stable simulation we add an additional longtimescale forgetting factor that pushes the synaptic weights back to 1. Namely,
(
w(t) − ∆t
τf (w(t) − 1) + ∆w(tpre − tpost ) if npre or npost = 1
w(t + ∆t) =
(5)
otherwise
w(t) − ∆t
τf (w(t) − 1)
where, here, we use τf = 60s. The next sections describe two methods for estimating time-varying
synaptic strength as well as STDP modification functions from spike train data.
2.2

Point-process adaptive filtering of coupling strength

Several recent studies have examined the possibility that the tuning properties of neurons may drift
over time. In this context, techniques for estimating arbitrary changes in the parameters of LNP models have been especially useful. Point-process adaptive filtering is one such method which allows
accurate estimation of arbitrary time-varying parameters within LNP models and GLMs [19, 20].
The goal of this filtering approach is to update the model parameters at each time step, following spike observations, based on the instantaneous likelihood. Here we use this approach to track
variations in coupling strength between two neurons over time.
Details and a complete derivation of this model have been previously presented [20]. Briefly, the
basic recursive point-process adaptive filter follows a standard state-space modeling approach and
assumes that the model parameters in a GLM, such as (1), vary according to a random walk
β t+1 = F t β t + η t

(6)

where Ft denotes the transition matrix from one timestep to the next and η t ∼ N (0, Qt ) denotes
Gaussian noise with covariance Qt . Given this state-space assumption, we can update the model
parameters β given incoming spike observations. The prediction density at each timestep is given
by
β t|t−1 = F t β t−1|t−1
W t|t−1 = F t W t−1|t−1 F Tt + Qt

(7)

where β t−1|t−1 and W t−1|t−1 denote the estimated mean and covariance from the previous
timestep. Given a new spike count observation nt , we then integrate this prior information with
the likelihood to obtain the posterior. Here, for simplicity, we use a quadratic expansion of the
log-posterior (a Laplace approximation). When log λ is linear in the parameters, the conditional
intensity and posterior are given by


λt = exp X t β t|t−1 + ct
−1
T
W −1
t|t = W t|t−1 + X t [λt ∆t]X t
h
i
β t|t = β t|t−1 + W t|t X Tt (nt − λt ∆t)

(8)

where X t denotes the covariates corresponding to the state-space variable, and ct describes variation
in log λ that is assumed to be stable over time. Here, the state-space variable is coupling strength,
4

and stable components of the model, such as post-spike history effects, are summarized with ct . The
initial values of β and W can be estimated using a short training period before filtering. The only
free parameters are those describing the state-space: F and Q. In the analysis that follows we will
reduce the problem to a single dimension, where the shape of coupling is fixed during training, and
we apply the point-process adaptive filter to a single coefficient for the covariate X 0 (t) = Xc (t)β.
Together, (7) and (8) allow us to track changes in the model parameters over time. Given an estimate
of the time-varying synaptic weight ŵ(t), we can then estimate the modification function ∆ŵ(tpre −
tpost ) by correlating the estimated changes in ŵ(t) with the relative spike timings that we observe.
2.3

Inferring STDP with a nonparametric, generalized bilinear model

Point-process adaptive filtering allows us to track noisy changes in coupling strength over time.
However, it does not explicitly model the fact that these changes may be spike-timing dependent.
In this section we introduce a method to directly infer modification functions from spike train data.
Specifically, we model the modification function non-parametrically by generating covariates W
that depend on the relative spike timing. This non-parametric approximation to the modification
gives a generalized bilinear model (GBLM).


λ(t | X, W , α, β, β w ) = exp α0 + X s (t)α + β Tw W T (t)X c (t)β
npost (t) ∼ P oisson(λ(t | X, W , α, β, β w )∆t)

(9)

where β w describes the modification function and W (t)β w approximates w(t). Each of the K
STDP covariates, W k , describes the cumulative effect of spike pairs tpre − tpost within a specific
range [Tk− , Tk+ ],
Wk (t + ∆t) = Wk (t) −

∆t
(Wk (t) − 1) + 1(tpre − tpost ∈ [Tk− , Tk+ ])
τf

(10)

such that, together, W (t)β w captures the time-varying coupling due to pre-post spike pairs within a
given window (i.e. -100 to 100ms). To model any decay in STDP over time, we, again, allow these
covariates to decay exponentially with τf .
In this form, maximum likelihood estimation along each axis is a log-concave optimization problem
[21]. The parameters describing the modification function β w and the parameters describing the
stable parts of the model α and β can be estimated by holding one set of parameters fixed while
updating the other and alternating between the two optimizations. In practice, convergence is relatively fast, with the deviance changing by < 0.1% within 3 iterations (Fig 3A), and, empirically,
using random restarts, we find that the solutions tend to be stable. In addition to estimates of the
post-spike history and coupling filters, the GBLM thus provides a non-parametric approximation
to the modification function and explicitly accounts for spike-timing dependent modification of the
coupling strength.

3

Results

To examine the accuracy and convergence properties of the two inference methods presented above,
we sampled spike trains from the generative model with various parameters. We simulated a presynaptic neuron as a homogeneous Poisson process with a firing rate of 5Hz, and the post-synaptic
neuron as a conditionally Poisson process with a baseline firing rate of 5Hz. Through the GBLM,
the post-synaptic neuron’s firing rate is affected by its own post-spike history as well as the activity
of the pre-synaptic neuron (modeled using 5 raised cosine basis functions [10]). However, as STDP
occurs the strength of coupling between the neurons changes according to one of three modification
functions: a double-exponential, a mexican-hat, or a smoothed double-exponential (Fig 2).
We find that both point-process adaptive filtering and the generalized bilinear model are able to accurately reconstruct the time-varying synaptic weight for each type of modification function (Fig 2,
left). However, adaptive filtering generally provides a much less accurate estimate of the underlying
modification function than the GBLM (Fig 2, center). Since the adaptive filter only updates the
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Figure 2: Recovering simulated STDP. Spikes were simulated from two neurons whose coupling
varied over time, depending on the relative timing of pre- and post-synaptic spikes. Using two
distinct methods (point-process adaptive filtering and the GBLM) we estimated the time-varying
coupling strength and modification function from simulated spike train data. Results are shown
for three different modification functions A) double-exponential, B) Mexican-hat, and C) smoothed
double-exponential. Black lines denote true values, red lines denote estimates from adaptive filtering, and blue lines denote estimates from the GBLM. The post-spike history and coupling terms are
shown at left for the GBLM as multiplicative gains exp(β). Error bars denote standard errors for the
post-spike and coupling filters and 95% confidence intervals for the modification function estimates.

synaptic weight following the observations nt , this is not entirely unsurprising. Changes in coupling
strength are only detected by the filter after they have occurred and become evident in the spiking
of the post-synaptic neuron. In contrast to the GBLM, there is a substantial delay between changes
in the true synaptic weight and those estimated by the adaptive filter. In this case, we find that the
accuracy of the adaptive filter follows changes in the synaptic weight approximately exponentially
with τ ∼ 25ms (Fig 3B).
An important question for the practical application of these methods is how much data is necessary to
detect and accurately estimate modification functions for various effect sizes. Since the size of spiketiming dependent changes may be small in vivo, it is essential that we know under which conditions
modification functions can be recovered. Here we simulated the standard double-exponential STDP
model with several different effect-sizes, modifying A+ and A− and examining the estimation error
in both ŵ(t) and ∆ŵ(tpre − tpost ) (Fig 3). The three different effect-sizes simulated here used
coupling kernels similar to Fig 2A and began with w(t) = 1. After spike simulation the standard
deviation in w(t) was 0.060±0.002 for the small effect size, 0.13±0.01 for the medium effect size,
and 0.27±0.01 for the large effect size. For all effect sizes, we found that with small amounts of data
(< 1000 s), the GBLM tends to over-fit the data. In these situations Adaptive Filtering reconstructs
both the synaptic weight (Fig 3E) and modification function (Fig 3F) more accurately than the
GBLM (Fig 3C,E). However, once enough data is available maximum likelihood estimation of the
GBLM out-performs both the stable coupling model and adaptive filtering. The extent of over-fitting
can be assessed by the cross-validated log likelihood ratio relative to the homogeneous Poisson
process (Fig 3G, shown in log2 for 2-fold cross-validation). Here, the stable coupling model has an
average cross-validated log likelihood ratio relative to a homogeneous Poisson process of 0.185±
0.004 bits/spike across all effect sizes. Even in this controlled simulation the contribution of timevarying coupling is relatively small. Both the GBLM and Adaptive Filtering only increase the log
likelihood relative to a homogeneous Poisson process by 3-4% for the parameters used here at the
largest recording length.
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Finally, to test these methods on actual neural recordings, we examined multi-electrode recordings
from the motor cortex of a sleeping macaque monkey. The experimental details of this task have
been previously published [22]. Approximately 180 minutes of data from 83 neurons were collected
(after spike sorting) during REM and NREM sleep.
In the simulations above we assumed that the forgetting factor τf was known. For the GBLM τf
determines the timescale of the spike-timing dependent covariates X w , while for adaptive filtering
τf defines the transition matrix F . In the analysis that follows we make the simplifying assumption
that the forgetting factor is fixed at τf = 60s. Additionally, during adaptive filtering we fit the
variance of the process noise Q by maximizing the cross-validated log-likelihood.
Analyzing the most strongly correlated 75 pairs of neurons during the 180 minute recording (2-fold
cross-validation) we find that the GBLM and Adaptive Filtering both increase model accuracy (Fig
4A). However, the resulting modification functions do not show any of the structure previously seen
in intracellular experiments. In both individual pairs and the average across pairs (Fig 4B,C) the
modification functions are noisy and generally not significantly different from zero. Additionally,
we find that the increase in model accuracy provided by adding non-stationary coupling to the traditional, stable coupling GLM does not appear to be correlated with the strength of coupling itself.
These results suggest that STDP may be difficult to detect in vivo, requiring even longer recordings
or, possibly, different electrode configurations. Particularly, with the electrode array used here (Utah
array, 400 µm electrode spacing), neurons are unlikely to be mono-synaptically connected.

4

Discussion

Here we have presented two methods for estimating spike-timing dependent modification functions
from multiple spike train data: an indirect method based on point-process adaptive filtering and a
direct method using a generalized bilinear model. We have shown that each of these methods is able
to accurately reconstruct both ongoing fluctuations in synaptic weight and modification functions in
simulation. However, there are several reasons that detecting similar STDP in vivo may be difficult.
In vivo, pairs of neurons do not act in isolation. Rather, each neuron receives input from thousands of
other neurons, inputs which may confound estimation of the coupling between a given pair. It would
be relatively straightforward to include multiple pre-synaptic neurons in the model using either
stable coupling [6, 10] or time-varying, spike-timing dependent coupling. Additionally, unobserved
common input or external covariates, such as hand position, could also be included in the model.
These extra covariates should further improve spike prediction accuracy, and could, potentially,
result in better estimation of STDP modification functions.
Despite these caveats the statistical description of time-varying coupling presented here shows
promise. Although the neurons in vivo are not guaranteed to be anatomically connected and estimated coupling must be always be interpreted cautiously [11], including synaptic modification
terms does improve model accuracy on in vivo data. Several experimental studies have even suggested that understanding plasticity may not require well-isolated pairs of neurons. The effects of
STDP may be visible through poly-synaptic potentiation [23, 24, 25]. In analyzing real data our
ability to detect STDP may vary widely across experimental preparations. For instance, recordings
from hippocampal slice or dissociated neuronal cultures may reveal substantially more plasticity
than in vivo cortical recordings and are less likely to be confounded by unobserved common-input.
There are a number of extensions to the basic Adaptive Filtering and GBLM frameworks that may
yield more accurate estimation and more biophysically realistic models of STDP. The over-fitting
observed in the GBLM could be reduced by regularizing the modification function, and Adaptive
Smoothing (using both forward and backward updates) will likely out-perform Adaptive Filtering
as used here. By changing the functional form of the covariates included in the GBLM we may be
able to distinguish between standard models of STDP where spike pairs are treated independently
and other models such as those with self-normalization [16] or where spike triplets are considered
[26]. Ultimately, the framework presented here extends recent GLM-based approaches to modeling
coupling between neurons to allow for time-varying coupling between neurons and, particularly,
changes in coupling related to spike-timing dependent plasticity. Although it may be difficult to
resolve the small effects of STDP in vivo, both improvements in recording techniques and statistical
methods promise to make the observation of these ongoing changes possible.
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